GET OUTDOORS
CHALLENGE
Get Outdoors Challenge Activities—Summer 2020
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1. Listen for owls or other night birds
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23. Ride a bike on a bike trail
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3. Learn how to read a road map
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25. Make sun tea
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6. Learn about birds local to western Ohio
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28. Touch a lizard or salamander
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10. Play a yard game with your family
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32. Go letterboxing
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18. Set up a frisbee golf course in your yard

�
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19. Volunteer doing something outdoors
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22. Participate in a virtual program at a zoo

2. Find out how to tell the temperature by
listening to crickets
4. Visit a nature preserve
5. Do a tree bark rubbing on different trees

7. Find some critters in a pond or creek
8. Visit a national park
9. Learn about and try some edible wild
plants
11. Participate in GSWO Summer Camp
12. Hike a new trail

13. Find different animal tracks and follow
14. Use sand to make a sand candle
15. Make a craft using natural materials
16. Make a primitive shelter in the woods
17. Make a fairy garden or house in the
woods

20. Make your own kite and fly it
21. Stand under a tall tree and take a picture
looking up
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45. Tie two new knots
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47. Grow someting edible
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50. Make a rain gauge and use it
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54. Follow a butterfly

40. Watch an outdoor virtual program from
GSWO on Facebook or YouTube
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62. Go canoeing, kayaking, or stand up
paddle boarding
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41. Harvest some herbs for cooking
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63. Whittle something with a knife

�

44. Make a outdoor journal and write in it
outside

24. Use plaster of Paris to make casts of
animal tracks
26. Skip stones across water
27. Find the Big Dipper and the North Star

29. Learn to juggle
30. Find 5 different wildflowers (don’t pick)
31. Lay in the grass and look for cloud
shapes
33. Play charades outdoors
34. Look for fossils in a creek or rocky area
35. Make a s’more
36. Learn to pitch your own tent
37. Pack a lunch and eat while on a hike
38. Learn to build a fire
39. Find an item in nature for each letter of
the alphabet

42. Attend a virtual ranger talk or program
43. Learn what the different colors are on a
topographical map

46. Learn about pollinators and how to
protect them
48. Play a game of horseshoes
49. Spot three different kinds of bugs, then
try to identify them
51. Take your dog to a dog park
52. Complete a Citizen Scientist Journey
53. Find an earthworm and let it wiggle on
your palm
55. Learn about gourds and decorate one
56. Teach your family your favorite GS Song
57. Cook something using a Dutch oven
58. Cook something using a pie iron
59. Visit a local park
60. Visit a state park or forest
61. Earn the Outdoor Art badge for your Girl
Scout level

64. Listen to frogs chirping at night
65. Send GSWO pictures/videos of your
adventures at gswo.org/shareyourstory
gswo.org/getoutdoors
800.350.5090

Have fun and complete the number of activities for your grade level by September 2, 2020. The shop will have
the new 2020 Get Outdoors Challenge patch available for purchase beginning in June.
Please follow current health restrictions.
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